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Sunday, September 3

Tomorrow will be the best day ever. Why? Because I 

will finally get to go back to school!! Yay!!
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I know most eleven-

year-olds wouldn’t feel 

that way, but I don’t 

know WHY. WHY. WHY

Don’t get me wrong, 

holidays can be fun, but 

NOTHING is more fun than 

school.

Summer holidays are sooooooooooo

boring – just kicking balls, video games and card 

trading. There’s no homework! No bell! No 

school lunches! (Our school has the best 

broccoli.) No timetable! No Miss Morris to 

teach me about punctuation. (She would say 

there are too many exclamation marks in 

the last paragraph).
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My Holidays

weren’t all bad...

I got 438 Chubby B lobs 

cards this summer, 374 

were doubles.

“Upset armadil los” is my 

favourite video game - 

I’m stil l on level 1, but it’s 

pretty tricky.

Rosie and I caught 
a newt in the pond 
and took it home. 

The cat ate it.



My friends don’t feel the same. 

Tom looks like he’s going to his hamster’s funeral,

Evie looks like she ate a sock,

and Ryan has been silent for two whole days.

Anyway, like I said, I am happy. So tonight I’m going 

to have a bath, brush my teeth and go to bed early so I 

can be rested for tomorrow.

I wonder if Mum will let me sleep in my uniform…
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monday, September 4

I woke up extra early and put my uniform on (Mum 

did not let me sleep in it). I aligned the creases on 

my shorts, made sure my shirt was tucked in and my 

socks were level. I put on my badges (Quiz Champion, 

Class Representative, Recycling Officer, Head Library 

Helper) and went down for breakfast, where I ate some 

toast very carefully, so as not to get crumbs on my 

uniform.

After breakfast, Mum, Dad and my sister Rosie 

walked me to school. Rosie is three. At Happy Cubs 

Day Nursery, she leads a band of feral toddlers who 

spread terror through the whole neighbourhood. 

Normally they terrify me too, but not today. Today I 

was too excited.

I said goodbye quickly. I wanted to be first through 

the gates so that I’d be right at the front of the year six 

line. Mum says that I don’t always have to be at the 

front of every line, but I don’t agree. 

My friends looked even less happy today. 

Tom’s hamster-funeral face had developed into a 

global hamster-apocalypse face. Evie just grunted when 

I said hi. Ryan gave me a hug. A completely silent hug. 

That’s three days now without speaking.

Our new teacher, Mr Borderman, arrived. He told 

me he was glad to see that at least one student seemed 

happy to be back at school. Then he said the first 

class of the day would be maths. I couldn’t believe it! 
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FIRST DAY BACK AT SCHOOL! 
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My favourite. I couldn’t wait to show him all the extra 

maths I’d been practising this holiday – it’s a kind of 

maths called calculus and it’s very advanced. Non-

curricular, even.   

As we walked into the classroom, Tony hit Alex 

on the head with his bag.

When we got to maths class, I told Mr Borderman 

about all the calculus I’d been learning. He said he was 

going to write an extra-tricky equation on the board for 

me to solve. I was pretty excited. What he wrote down 

was more complicated than anything else I’d done so 

far, but I wanted to give it a try. 

I worked on it while everyone else did some 

normal, not-so-advanced maths. It took me a while, but 

eventually I thought I had cracked it. I picked up the 

pen to write down the answer.

That’s when everything went wrong.

Seriously, majorly, incredibly wrong.

What usually happens when you write the answer to 

a maths problem is this: you stop writing and put your 

pen down, then the teacher tells you whether you’ve got 

it right or not. 

Well.

What doesn’t usually happen is what happened 

next.

As I wrote the last few numbers of my answer, the 



board started to vibrate and hum (it’s definitely 

not supposed to do that). A tiny black dot appeared in 

the middle of the air; it hovered for a bit and then grew 

into a huge black hole, which filled the whole wall huge black hole, which filled the whole wall huge
all the way up to the ceiling. It looked like an inside-out 

tornado, swirling incredibly fast and sucking all the air 

from the room.

There were pens, papers and schoolbags flying all 

around. I tried to hold on to Mr Borderman’s desk, but 

the pull of the hole was too strong. My fingers slipped 

from the desk and I flew so fast through the air that 

I was sucked into the swirling black tornado before I 

even had time to scream.
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No idea when, 

no idea where.

I woke up, face 

down, in a huge 

pile of sand.

I didn’t know 

what was going on. At 

first I thought I must have 

bumped my head playing football 

at school, then I remembered I don’t play football. It’s 

at the same time as chess club.

Then I remembered the huge, swirling hole that had 

appeared on the board…

I curled into a ball in the sand and stayed like that 

for a while. It didn’t seem to help much, so I 

thought it might, perhaps, be a good idea 

to find out where I was.

Maybe it was a really big 

sandpit?  

I sat up and looked around.

I was definitely not in a sandpit. To begin with, 

there were no buildings anywhere. And also no roads, 

people, cars – not even plants. All I could see in front 

of me was sand.

I looked left. 

Right. 

Behind me. 

So, basically, sand.

This was far from ideal, but I wasn’t 

going to panic (right now, that is; I 

might panic later).
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sand.

sand.

sand.



I remembered watching a TV show with an explorer 

who explained how someone could survive in the 

wilderness. She said that, when lost in the wild, a 

person should ask the following questions:

1
Where am I?

2
Do I have any food, tools, 

maps or useful gear?3
Where is the 

nearest river?

4
Can I follow the river’s 

course? (Most towns and 

cities are built near rivers, 

apparently.)
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That all seemed pretty sensible, so I decided to give 

it a go.

1 - Where am I?

I didn’t think there were any deserts in Britain. 

Maybe I was in Spain. I went there on holiday with my 

family once; it was very hot and very sandy. If this was 

Spain, I was pretty sure I could find my way back home 

using the Spanish I’d learnt on holiday. 

2 - Do I have any tools, maps or useful gear? 

I checked my pockets. I had a chocolate bar, two 

pounds and twenty pence, my diary and a few pens (I 

was pretty sure the chocolate bar had been there since 

the last time I wore these shorts, three months ago).

3 - Where is the nearest river? 

 This was the biggest problem so far. The place 

looked like a desert and I couldn’t see a river anywhere. 

4 - Following the river

Also a bit of a problem (see answer No. 3).

I couldn’t think of any more survival tips, but sitting 

around wasn’t going to help. So I got up and started 

walking.

It was incredibly hot, which I guess made sense 

what with it being a desert and all. I don’t think I ever 

felt hotter, not even when I had to dress as a woolly 

mammoth for a play about evolution in year three at 

school. After walking for just a few minutes I was 

covered in sweat and out of breath.

I sat down to have a rest on top of a dune. It was 

very quiet, but I could hear a tiny whining noise in the 

distance. It turned into a really loud whizzing noise.

That’s when something hit me VERY hard on the 

head. 

And everything went black again.



Still no idea when, still no idea 

where.

I opened my eyes (again). This 

time my head really hurt.

I tried to get up, but I didn’t get 

very far. Probably because I’d been tied up 

from head to toe with a massive rope. 

I heard a noise and looked up. There 

were people standing over me. On the one 

hand, that was great because it meant I wasn’t 

alone in the Spanish desert any more. 

On the other hand, their expressions 

weren’t exactly friendly. 

They were kids, just like the kids at 

school, but, UNLIKE the kids at school UNLIKE the kids at school UNLIKE

they had shaved heads and weren’t 

wearing trousers, dresses or shoes – 

just small white skirts around their waists. 

The thing that made me nervous was 

that they carried weapons. Not toy 

weapons, but proper, serious ones, 

shiny, pointy and sharp.

There were also a few dogs and a huge 

monkey. They looked even less friendly.

I thought that disappearing from school 

into a giant black hole and waking up in the 

desert was the worst thing to happen to me 

that day. I was clearly wrong. 

Very wrong.
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The kids just stood there and glared at me, which I 

thought was a bit rude.  They were probably just waiting 

to see if I was friendly or not. I decided to unleash my 

best Spanish.

shouted the biggest boy, whose hair was in a long plait. 

The monkey moved a bit closer and bared its fangs. I 

didn’t even know that monkeys had fangs.

I thought that was a bit harsh. My Spanish is not 

that bad.that bad.

And that was when I realized something. The boy 

had spoken in a language that didn’t sound anything 

like English, but I had understood it perfectly.

If I understood them, maybe they would understand 

me. 

“Er… Hey!”  I said, still somehow speaking the 

strange language. “Where am I?” I asked.

No one said a word.

“Go get father,” said the boy with the plait. Another 

kid ran off down the dune.

“Is this Spain?” I asked.

“Spain?” the big kid said. “I don’t know anywhere 

called ‘Spain’. We are in Kemet, just outside Waset, the 

greatest city in the world.”

I had no idea where Kemet or Waset were, which 

is odd because I’m very good at geography. Maybe 

this was a very small country, like Lichtenstein or the 

French Guiana.

 “Can I use your phone to call my parents?” I asked 

the boy.

“What is a ‘phone’?” he said.

“A phone, you know,” I said. “The thing you use 

to talk to people who are far away, play games, watch to talk to people who are far away, play games, watch 

Hola friends, 

me llamo henry.

Me encantan las 

enpanadas?

silence 
strange child!Stop your 

mindless 
gibberish,



videos, all that stuff.”

They all looked at each other and then back at 

me as if I was completely insane. Which was funny, 

because they were the ones who didn’t know what a 

phone was. That is insane. 

I sighed. These kids weren’t much help. I would just 

have to wait for a grown-up to show up.

Just then, LOADS of grown-ups showed up. Like 

the kids, they weren’t your regular grown-ups.

First came some guys waving huge fans made of 

feathers, behind them there were lots of other people 

wearing leopard skins and holding little smoking bowls, 

then some big fellas with massive swords, and finally 

a man arrived, wearing a huge, shiny blue and gold 

hat. The hat was sort of familiar. I thought I’d seen 

something like it on our last class museum trip.

It looked like an … Ancient Egyptian 

pharaoh’s crown.

There was a lion too.
in retrospect the lion 
should have been a sign 
things weren’t going 

to be too easy. . .

Definitely not a 

normal hat. S
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